15 Years Managing Global Governance
Past, Present, and Future
Three-day Online Conference
23 -25 November 2022

Background
The Managing Global Governance (MGG) Programme, financed by the German Federal Ministry for
Economic Cooperation and Development (BMZ), turns 15 in 2022. In the three-day online conference
“Celebrating 15 years of MGG” on 23 to 25 November, we will look back on past achievements, position
ourselves in the multiple global challenges we are facing today, and envision the network and its
impact in the future. On the first day of the conference, we will present and celebrate inspiring stories
illustrating how the MGG programme and its vibrant network catalyse change in various fields of global
governance and transnational cooperation. The second day focuses on the “here and now”. In
numerous thematic sessions led by members of the MGG network, we will reflect upon current crisis
and exchange upon the most burning issues in MGG partner countries as well as their global
dimensions. On the third and last day, we will develop joint visions for the future of multilateralism
and global partnerships – and how the MGG programme can contribute to that in the years to come.
In 2007, the MGG project started with the first course of the Managing Global Governance School. The
vision was to establish fundamentally new forms of cooperation between very different countries from
around the globe. Cooperation was envisioned as transnational as well as trans sectoral: Young leaders
and change makers from academia, public service, civil society and the private sector, coming together
to develop joint understandings of the world’s most pressing challenges – and pathways to address
them based on the principles of fairness, equity and the vision of a global common good. In 2022, the
need for transnational cooperation, for finding common ground and joint visions of a future that allows
a good life for all within the limits of the earth system is even more important than it was back in 2007.
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Programme
(Times in UTC, subject to changes, all speakers tbc)
Wednesday, November 23rd
“The past: Looking back & celebrating achievements”

01.00 – 03.00 pm
UTC

Official Opening: Welcome and presentation of MGG Change Stories
Welcome Messages
 Dr Ariane Hildebrandt (BMZ)
 Prof Dr Anna-Katharina Hornidge (IDOS)
Moderation: Dr Wulf Reiners
Virtual World Café on MGG Change Stories: Successes and Inspiration
Moderation: Dr Johanna Vogel


Dr Ananya Chakraborty, World Resource Institute, India:
Promoting gender equality in all SDGs



Miriam Ordoñez Balanzario and Sergio Vázquez Meneley,
Instituto Mora, Mexico
Creating innovative learning opportunities for key actors of
sustainability transformations



João Vitor Domingues, Brazil School of Public Administration (ENAP)
Make the Agenda 2030 an integral part of the institutes culture and
programme



Dolores Brito, Executive Analyst in Metrology and Quality, Brazil
Using innovative methods to promote the Agenda 2030 among public
servants



Dr Archna Negi, School of International Studies, Jawaharlal Nehru
University, India
Explore the arena of science-policy interface through a focus on the
topic of sustainability standards and global governance.
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Thursday, November 24th
“The present: Times of crisis - sparks of hope”

12.00 – 12:45pm
UTC

01.00 – 04.15 pm
UTC

Pre- Barcamp Slots – tbc Depending on the number of sessions proposed and time zones of the network
members suggesting them, an earlier slot of sessions will be offered.

Virtual Barcamp “Now: times of crisis - sparks of hope”
Moderation: Eva Lynders
Members of the MGG network will host sessions on the topics most relevant to
them. They will share insights on issues of global relevance and jointly think
about ways to address the multifaceted challenges of global and transnational
cooperation we are facing.

04.30 – 05.15pm
UTC

Post- Barcamp Slots – tbc Depending on the number of sessions proposed and time zones of the network
members suggesting them, a later slot of sessions will be offered.

Friday, November 25th
“The future: Envisioning (Managing) Global Governance in 2030”

01.00 – 03.00
pm
UTC

Envisioning (Managing) Global Governance in 2030
Moderation: Eva Lynders
This session will explore possible futures of global governance and transnational
cooperation - as well as visions for the future of the MGG Network.
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